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Abstract—Battery-operated applications have been ubiquitous
all over the world ranging from power-intensive electric cars
down to low-power smart terminals and embedded devices.
Meanwhile, serious incidents around batteries such as swelling,
fire, and explosion have been witnessed, which resulted in
horribly huge financial and even life loss. People used to attribute
such aftermaths to unintentional design mistakes or insufficient
quality inspection of original battery manufacturers. However,
this is not fair anymore today given the convoluted battery
supply chain and the extended cyber-physical attack surface
of battery management systems (BMS). In this paper, we will
focus on the authenticity and assurance of prevalent (Li-ion)
battery instances. We look into battery authenticity by modeling
the contemporary battery supply chain and discussing practical
concerns such as rewrapping and recycling in-depth at each stage.
As for battery assurance, we consider emerging attack vectors
that can compromise the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of the microelectronic BMS. Besides, real-world attack examples
are highlighted to reflect the capabilities of advanced adversaries.
Moreover, promising countermeasures regarding the detection
and avoidance of threats on both battery authenticity and
assurance are presented, such that researchers will gain insights
into how the problem could be addressed/alleviated. We also
provide our perspectives on the vulnerabilities of battery systems
and their consequent impacts as well as our point of view on
potential countermeasure techniques.

Index Terms—Battery systems, cyber-physical security, supply
chain security, counterfeit detection, perspective countermea-
sures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, the battery market has been skyrock-
eting due to the proliferation of various industrial segments and
applications ranging from electric vehicles (EVs) to consumer
electronics. As depicted in Fig. 1, the battery market size in
2023 is $136B in total where Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries
occupy around $70B which far exceeds their counterparts
such as lead-acid and Zinc-air batteries [1], making them a
market-dominating variant globally. The prosperity of Li-ion
batteries can be attributed to features like high energy density,
small size/weight, and long life span. Therefore, advanced
applications significantly benefit from Li-ion batteries, which
jointly and fundamentally revolutionize people’s lifestyles and
the world. The distributions of Li-ion market shares across
applications are that EVs, consumer electronics, and energy
storage serve as the primary driving power by making up
41.4%, 13.9%, and 9.9% of the entire Li-ion battery market

Fig. 1. The market share of each category of batteries and the growing trend
[1]

in 2023, respectively [2]. Furthermore, as of today, it is
universally acknowledged that the need for the aforementioned
battery-operated applications is still rapidly growing, thus
leading to the exponentially upward trend of the Li-ion battery
market as presented in Fig. 1, i.e., from $70B today to the
projected $257B in 2030.

Despite the promising market expansion, security/safety
incidents around Li-ion batteries have been witnessed inces-
santly throughout the past years. The widespread applications
exaggerate such concerns especially given that most of them
(e.g., EVs and medical devices) are pretty sensitive to financial
loss and even human life. Table I summarizes the incidents
of significant aftermath in recent years chronologically. For
instance, in 2012, there are quite a few police officers got
seriously injured because of the explosion of batteries in their
law enforcement equipment [3]. Besides, at least 26 users
were burned by battery overheating, igniting, and explosion
of Samsung Galaxy Note 7 incidents in 2016. The mandatory
callback of such mainstream smartphones further results in a
heavy revenue loss of more than $5 billion [4]. Addi-
tionally, Table I reflects other battery fire incidents, leading
to tragedies including property damages [5, 6], emergency
landing of flights [7], and people death/injury [8–10].

Intuitively, these unceasingly emerging incidents could stem
from the immanent reliability issues of batteries which can
be mostly attributed to original designers/manufacturers, e.g.,
inappropriate implementations and inability to withstand harsh
conditions. Dangerous circumstances like fires and explosions
are mainly caused by a phenomenon thermal runaway, i.e., the
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TABLE I
RECENT SECURITY INCIDENTS AROUND LI-ION BATTERIES.

Incident Aftermath Year
Series of phone battery explosion [5] Life threats and financial loss 2011

Police equipment battery explosion [3] Officers seriously injured 2012
Counterfeit batteries in U.S DoD [12] $2.6M revenue loss 2014

Hoverboards with counterfeit batteries [13] $20M revenue loss 2016
Smartphone recall by explosive batteries [4] $5B revenue loss 2016

Hoverboard battery fire [6] 2 houses burnt down 2017
Counterfeit batteries sale [14] $23.8M revenue loss 2019

Flight cargo fire [7] Plane forced into landing 2020
E-bike battery fire [8] 40 people injured in Manhattan 2022

Counterfeit batteries supplied to DLA [15] Amount involved of $75,000 2022
Counterfeit battery fire [9] House burnt down and 12 people hurt 2023

EV battery fire [10] 4125 EV combustion annually 2023

heat produced by battery exothermic reactions surpasses the
heat dissipated into the surroundings [11] such that the heat
can be accumulated to result in an exponential temperature
surge. The root causes of thermal runaway are mechanical
abuse, electric abuse, and thermal abuse, as explained below.

• Mechanical Abuse: Physical accidents like crashing or
penetration can cause the deformation of the battery cell
and tearing of the separator inside, which could create
an internal short circuit and generate massive amounts of
heat [11] to induce thermal runaway.

• Electric Abuse: Electric abuse is a result of electrical
overloading operations like overcharging or short circuits.
It could inspire the growth of the dendrite and the piercing
of the separator [11], making the internal short circuit
worse while accelerating the generation of the heat.

• Thermal Abuse: Due to the external overheating and
collapse of the separator by electric abuse or mechanical
abuse, the battery would exceed the temperature threshold
and enter the stage of thermal runaway [11].

Although almost all Li-ion battery manufacturers have been
striving to make their products more reliable to mitigate
inherent quality concerns like thermal runaway [16], this falls
short by a long way in ensuring the safety of batteries and
battery-operated devices because of the oversights into two
critical facts, i.e., battery (system) authenticity and assurance.
Specifically, authenticity refers to the battery being genuine
and legitimate, which involves determining whether a given
battery is an authentic and authorized product. As tabulated
in Table I, counterfeit batteries are profitable and ubiquitous
given the complicated battery supply chain. Counterfeiters can
reclaim used batteries from discarded systems and sell them
as new components, posing safety risks and resulting in a
reduced lifetime. For example, there are numerous counterfeit
batteries identified in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)
applications, inducing a loss of $2.6M [12]. Furthermore,
counterfeit battery sales have been seen in a variety of ap-
plications like hoverboards [13], EVs [10], and other defense
infrastructure [15], causing financial loss of up to $23.8M in
a single reported case [14]. Note that besides the authenticity
concerns induced by counterfeit battery cells and supply chain
attacks, assurance of a battery management system (BMS)
[17] could be compromised at the same time, making the
issues even more complicated. A typical BMS is an attached
microelectronic device to enable precise battery monitoring
and timely status/data management [17]. As such, batteries

can interact with other components and upper applications
through in-system or wireless connectivity. In other words,
a BMS-enabled battery can be considered as a cyber-physical
system (CPS) where its assurance stands for preserving three
properties of utmost importance, i.e., confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. There could be numerous attack vectors like
denial-of-service (DoS) [18] and hardware tampering [19],
violating these properties of battery systems to actively yield
aftermaths in Table I.

Given the aforementioned concerns around battery authen-
ticity and assurance, there have been detection and avoidance
solutions to mitigate them. However, unfortunately, a silver
bullet is not available to address the concerns completely. For
instance, visual and X-ray inspection of the target battery is
a common method to distinguish counterfeit instances from a
batch [20]. However, such techniques can hardly cope with
meticulous camouflaging [21], allowing for the escape of
counterfeit batteries into open markets. As for the countermea-
sures against cyber attacks on batteries, a general approach
refers to behavior-based detection [22] where the run-time
behaviors of BMS-related components, e.g., network traffic,
system status, and data would be compared to a golden (attack-
free) reference to yield the residual statistics. The residual
signals stand for the deviations of run-time behaviors from
their references, which can indicate potential intrusions. The
behavior-based detection is comprehensive but the required
data volume can be prohibitively large [23], making it an
inappropriate fit for complicated applications such as EVs
and power grids. In addition to cyber attack vectors, physical
hardware, i.e., microelectronic devices themselves in BMS,
can serve as the victim of compromise. Backdoors or hardware
Trojans [24, 25] could be implanted into them such that
the entire BMS can become vulnerable against assurance
violations [26]. However, Trojan detection [27] remains an
open challenge in the hardware security domain as of to-
day. Moreover, note that such BMS hardware trust problems
can not only be caused by conventional adversaries in the
semiconductor supply chain but also by battery counterfeiters
who intend to replace the benign BMS with malicious de-
vices, which require more comprehensive investigations and
advanced countermeasures [28–31].

With the aforementioned problem statements and limitations
in mind, battery security issues (authenticity and assurance)
call for more deliberate considerations and examinations in the
landscape of both problems and countermeasures. Therefore,
in this paper, we aim to give a comprehensive overview of
battery security including counterfeit batteries, cyber-physical
threats on battery systems, and existing/possible countermea-
sures. The contributions of the paper are summarized below:

• We investigate the supply chain model of Li-ion bat-
teries to identify the main actors and stages. Also, the
battery authenticity issues are analyzed at each phase
of the supply chain, providing readers with an in-depth
understanding of why and how counterfeit batteries could
be introduced in final products.

• We analytically present the threat model on in-field
battery systems by covering the assurance concerns with
respect to confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The
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Fig. 2. Li-ion battery supply chain model with notations of benign entities (green) and potential adversaries (red) in our threat model.

attack surface from network to underlying hardware is
considered along with real-world examples illustrating
how adversaries can exploit these vulnerabilities.

• We review existing detection and avoidance method-
ologies that aim at mitigating authenticity and assur-
ance issues of battery systems. Moreover, perspectives
on promising countermeasures such as battery physical
unclonable function (PUF), blockchain technology for
battery supply chain management, and zero-trust archi-
tecture are discussed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the supply chain model of battery systems while
the vulnerabilities at each stage are discussed. Section III
details the cyber-physical security threats from software to the
hardware of BMS. Section IV reviews the existing solutions
enhancing battery system authenticity and assurance while
Section V presents perspective methodologies in our mind that
could help address or mitigate the threats. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper.

II. BATTERY SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY ISSUES

Due to their widespread usage, the Li-ion battery supply
chain is becoming increasingly convoluted and distributed
across the world [32]. This is beneficial to both manufacturers
and end-users in terms of aspects like access to raw materials,
cost efficiency, risk diversification, and environmental consid-
erations. However, the nontransparent and complicated nature
of such a supply chain model allows for stealthy intrusions that
may compromise the authenticity of battery systems. In this
section, we will first present the (Li-ion) battery supply chain
model. Next, the vulnerabilities at each stage of the supply
chain are discussed in detail.

A. Battery Supply Chain Overview

Fig. 2 illustrates a typical Li-ion battery supply chain where
multiple actors collectively participate in transforming raw
mineral materials into battery packs, production distribution,

Fig. 3. High-level structure of a standard Li-ion battery cell [33].

in-field usage, and battery end-of-life. The lifecycle of Li-
ion batteries can be generally divided into the following
stages, i.e., material phase, battery production phase, BMS
development and integration phase, distribution phase, and in-
field & end-of-life phase.

1) Material Phase: As depicted in Fig. 2, raw material
suppliers, or mining industries, are responsible for providing
the downstream original battery manufacturer (OBM) with
chemical sources [36]. Specifically, they first identify and
explore available mineral reserves where sediments along with
useful minerals can be extracted from. These ores are then
transported to a facility such that they are processed to remove
extraneous impurities, refined, and concentrated to a quality
suitable for battery manufacturing. For example, principal
materials in modern Li-ion batteries consist of lithium, cobalt,
graphite, etc. As of 2023, Chile and Argentina export most
lithium carbonate while Congo and China are the largest
exporters of cobalt and graphite [37].
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Fig. 4. Battery production phase [34]: The battery cell is fabricated using chemical sources from raw material suppliers. Multiple battery cells can be connected
as a battery module by following the flow [35] as depicted on the right side. Battery modules can be further stacked and packaged in parallel to be a battery
pack providing higher energy capacity and voltage levels.

2) Battery Production Phase: With the raw mineral ma-
terials from upstream suppliers, OBMs can produce battery
packs by following the substages, i.e., battery cell production,
battery module production, and battery pack assembly.

(i) Battery Cell Production: Li-ion battery cells can be pro-
duced using the materials from the suppliers [33]. Fig. 3
depicts a typical battery cell where it is made up of four main
components, i.e., two electrodes (one anode and one cathode),
a separator between two electrodes preventing unintended
contact/shorting, and a liquid electrolyte medium enabling
the movement of Li-ions between the electrodes [36]. Note
that the anode and cathode are responsible for holding Li-
ions when charged and discharged, respectively. The cathode
can be a mixture of multiple metals (nickel, cobalt, lithium,
others) while the anode is typically made of graphite such
that electrolytes at different sides of the porous separator cor-
respondingly contain lithium-metal oxide and lithium-carbon
(graphite). When the battery is discharging, positive lithium
ions (Li+) will be moved from the negative anode to the
positive cathode through the electrolyte. An opposite behavior
of these Li+ can be seen during the charging cycle [33].

(ii) Battery Module Production: A high-power application
like EVs typically requires up to hundreds of volts for normal
operations whereas a single Li-ion battery cell features only
3-4 volts. Therefore, battery cells need to be connected in
series/parallel as serviceable units to provide desirable voltage
and capacity. On the right side of Fig. 4, the flow of arranging
battery cells into a module as an intermediate level of energy
storage is depicted. Specifically, cylindrical battery cells from
the previous phase are inserted into the holes of the pre-
fabricated phase change material (PCM) case. Also, thermo-
couples, lightweight sensors measuring ambient temperatures,
will be placed symmetrically into the PCM module as well for
safety monitoring purposes. Battery cells are next insulated
and connected using nickel pieces to become a functional
module [35].

(iii) Battery Pack Assembly: As presented in Fig. 4, assem-
bling battery modules into a cohesive battery pack involves a
systematic and precise process to harness the combined power

Fig. 5. Functionality of a battery management system [38].

of individual cells. Initially, identical battery modules, each
comprising multiple cells, are selected based on their voltage,
capacity, and chemistry to ensure uniformity. These modules
are then arranged and interconnected, typically using conduc-
tive materials and busbars, in a configuration that optimizes
the overall voltage and capacity of the pack. Mechanical com-
ponents, such as housing and thermal management systems,
are integrated to ensure safety and efficient heat dissipation.
Finally, the assembled battery pack undergoes rigorous testing
by OBMs to validate its performance, safety features, and
reliability under various conditions. The meticulous assembly
of battery modules into a pack is crucial to meeting the specific
requirements of the intended application.

3) BMS Development and Integration Phase: Given their
importance, fewer and fewer Li-ion batteries operate in a stan-
dalone manner, especially in prevailing applications such as
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Fig. 6. Integrated batteries into electric vehicles [43].

portable electronic terminals and EVs. Instead, smart battery
packs become the mainstream [39], i.e., a conventional battery
pack is enhanced with a microelectronic BMS. A BMS can
effectively enable a set of useful functionalities as depicted in
Fig. 5, e.g., battery current/voltage monitoring, state estima-
tion, and thermal management such that operating systems or
users can easily visualize and control the battery status. More
details regarding BMS and its assurance concerns can be found
in Section III. As presented in Fig. 2, BMS developers are
responsible for completing the system design involving soft-
ware applications, microcontroller/microprocessor firmware,
and printed circuit board (PCB) layout. In order to achieve
shorter time-to-market and lower cost, BMS developers may
tend to outsource the volume manufacturing to contractors,
i.e., BMS manufacturers in Fig. 2, for PCB populations and
device programming [40–42].

4) Distribution Phase: Once the battery pack is assembled
and the BMS is integrated, the packs will enter distribution
channels. In many cases, large original equipment manufactur-
ers (OEMs) or product integrators like Tesla work with various
suppliers to acquire their battery packs. These suppliers may
be located globally, and there are agreements and contracts
in place to ensure a steady and reliable supply chain. As
for smaller companies or startups, they may tend to procure
battery packs from distributors in the open market. Once the
battery packs are manufactured and ready for distribution, they
need to be transported to the assembly plants where equipment
is being produced. This involves logistics planning to optimize
transportation routes, modes of transport (such as trucks, ships,
or planes), and scheduling to meet production demands. Note
that, as depicted in Fig. 2, distribution channels entail not only
battery packs but also microelectronic BMS which is necessary
for smart batteries.

5) Product Integration Phase: The product integrator, e.g.,
EV integrator or smartphone integrator, would order smart
battery packs from specified OBMs or distribution channels.
For example, as depicted in Fig. 6, battery packs with in-
tegrated BMS are installed into the chassis of EVs in a
way that ensures safety, stability, and efficient use of space
[43]. The high-voltage component in the battery pack is then
wired to the electric motors, inverters, and control systems.
Rigorous quality control measures are also indispensable to
guarantee that each battery pack meets safety and performance

standards in the context of EVs. Finally, the BMS in the battery
pack needs to be seamlessly interfaced with the EV software
systems for effective usage and communication. Integrating Li-
ion battery packs into other applications is supposed to follow
a similar flow [43].

6) In-field and End-of-life Phase: During the in-field phase,
the battery pack serves as the primary energy storage system
for the application while the BMS continuously monitors and
manages the pack’s performance, ensuring optimal efficiency
and safety. At the end of the battery pack’s life cycle, recycling
becomes a critical step. Recycling facilities are equipped to
dismantle and recover valuable materials from the battery
pack, including metals like lithium, cobalt, nickel, and other
components. Proper disposal of batteries is crucial to pre-
vent environmental contamination so recycling facilities are
expected to adhere to regulations for the safe disposal of
any non-recyclable or hazardous materials. Some batteries
may not be suitable for their original application anymore
because of reasons like reduced capacity or insufficient voltage
whereas they can have a ”second life” by being repurposed for
other applications of lower requirements. It is noteworthy that
improper recycling or malicious counterfeiters are the primary
source of battery authenticity concerns as discussed in Section
II-B.

B. Supply Chain Vulnerabilities
Each stage of the Li-ion battery supply chain has been

detailed in Section II-A. In addition, we also classified major
entities in Fig. 2 into untrusted (in red) and trusted (in green)
entities. Overall, most entities could be malicious indicating
that the convoluted battery supply chain is confronted by a
variety of vulnerabilities at each stage. In the following, we
will discuss these vulnerabilities at each supply chain stage
in terms of ❶ potential security problems, ❷ possible attack
surfaces, and ❸ real-world attack examples.

1) Material Phase Threats: As the very beginning phase
of the entire battery supply chain, malicious material suppliers
may tend to provide impure or adulterated sources to reduce
their costs. Such sources would affect the battery product
quality and authenticity.

❶ Security Problems: Battery material replacement fraud
refers to the illegal or unethical practices of swapping or
modifying the battery materials of electric and electronic
equipment without proper authorization or disclosure. This can
harm the performance, safety, and environmental impact of any
electrical equipment, as well as the consumers, manufacturers,
and regulators. Adulterating or changing material composition
produces weak or low-capacity batteries that may be hazardous
or a loss of money for the consumers. Besides, inclement
weather like hurricanes and tornadoes can disrupt infrastruc-
tures like shipping routes, pipelines, etc. impacting the timely
delivery of raw materials. Geopolitical conflicts such as wars
play a significant role in transporting battery materials within
deadlines. Corporate consolidation is another important factor.
The rapid technological invention is another blockage on the
way to uniform distribution of battery materials [44].

❷ Attack Surface: There are several potential attack points
in material level. Some corrupted persons may replace original
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materials with impure or low-quality ones [45]. Geopolitical
conflict like any war may delay the timely delivery of battery
materials [44]. Also, the monopoly of single companies [46]
disrupts the uniform distribution of materials. If such a large
company is affected by some catastrophe, the whole market
space may be hampered.

❸ Real-world Examples: Lower-quality Li-ion battery
products of bad materials will fail to meet the performance
and safety standards. For example, such defective batteries will
inherently generate much more heat than their counterparts
manufactured with higher-purity materials, thus resulting in
a shorter lifetime. A possible attack scenario of excessive
heat is that the innermost plates in a prismatic battery (i.e.,
rectangular-shaped casing) have a difficult time dissipating the
heat that is generated when the cell is operating under a heavy
load as seen in [47].

2) OBM Phase Threats: OBMs gather material, elec-
trolytes, and electrodes and follow some particular steps to
produce batteries. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that we consider
OBMs as the main trust anchor in the entire battery supply
chain because they serve as the developers and stakeholders
of the product battery pack. However, we still would like to
discuss potential security issues at this stage briefly by taking
malicious insiders into account.

❶ Security Problems: OBMs combine all the materials and
electrodes to produce battery cells as explained in Section
II-A2. Malicious insiders may mix impure materials with
electrodes [48], adulterate the surroundings of the battery,
and improperly label the casings at this level. Besides, as
depicted in Fig. 3, principal components (electrolyte, elec-
trodes, and separator) are brought together to one facility for
cell preparation involving multiple steps, e.g. mixing, coating,
compressing, slitting, drying, etc [49]. Adversarial insiders
may introduce impurity at each step.

❷ Attack Surface: The electrolytes, electrodes, separators,
and other ingredients are combined at the cell production level
through some particular steps. In each of those stages, some
adversaries may corrupt the materials and inject impure mate-
rial there. Also, if the processes are not followed sequentially
or there is a break of sequence, then a low-capacity battery
may be produced. So every stage must be carefully monitored
and taken care of to avoid any corruption.

❸ Real-world Examples: In 2017, a Japanese company
(Mitsubishi Materials Co.) admitted that it had falsified data
on the quality and performance of its aluminum products
[50], which were used in the casings of EV batteries. The
company had manipulated the inspection certificates to make
the products appear to meet the specifications of the customers,
affecting several major automakers.

3) Counterfeit Threats Involving Multiple Phases: Counter-
feit battery is a very complicated supply chain management
issue and fundamentally challenges battery authenticity. There
is no single entity that has the resources and capabilities to
accomplish such attacks but requires participation from many
actors such as distributors, product integrators, and battery
recyclers, instead as discussed below.

Module and package preparation of batteries are the most
vulnerable and exposed parts of the supply chain that may

Fig. 7. An authentic battery (top) v.s. a counterfeit one (bottom). Counterfeit
one has a misspelled ’California’ and a missing stamp [51].

be corrupted. Counterfeiting, rewrapping, and mislabeling are
ever-prominent threats in battery module and package prepa-
ration [45].

❶ Security Problems: The counterfeit battery problem can
be modeled into three major categories, i.e., recycled battery,
rewrapped battery, and fake battery, as follows.

• Recycled Battery: In 1996, the United States Advanced
Battery Consortium (USABC) first introduced a battery
retirement criterion, i.e., a battery pack needs to be
replaced when 20% of its original capacity is lost [52]. A
retired battery pack needs to be recycled properly to min-
imize environmental hazards. However, untrusted battery
recyclers may reclaim the end-of-life battery packs from
some discarded systems/applications and rely on their
collaborative distributors to sell them as new instances.
For better marketing opportunities, such recycled battery
packs typically carry a lower price tag compared to their
genuine counterparts, thus attracting product integrators
and entering user domain again.

• Rewrapped Battery: As the demand for good batteries
is immense but supply is not abundant, some corrupt
persons rewrap their fake batteries in the form of original
ones and sell them to consumers [53]. These batteries
have lower capacity and lower maximum discharge cur-
rent than the original ones. Another kind of rewrapping
happens at the distribution level, when module-level
batteries reach for packaging, many corrupt individuals
may separate the cells and repackage them displaying
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incorrect capacity. This can jeopardize the credibility of
the whole supply chain[53].

• Fake Battery: Fake batteries are unauthorized replicas
or fakes of genuine products. However, they are still
marketed to function with the tools, devices, or toys under
a legitimate brand for unfair profits. Widespread demand
for Li-ion batteries has facilitated illicit copying to profit
through counterfeiting. Counterfeit cells are produced by
copying high-quality products and deceiving unsuspect-
ing customers. Fig. 7 shows a typical comparison between
authentic and counterfeit fake batteries of the same model
where one can clearly see there is a missing stamp on
the package of the fake battery while the printing of
California is misspelled as Colifornia as well. Note that,
with the advancement of counterfeiting techniques, more
and more fake batteries are deliberately labeled with the
same trademark or logo as their genuine counterparts,
making counterfeit detection based on merely visual
inspection very challenging and even impossible.

❷ Attack Surface: As discussed, counterfeit batteries can
be introduced at almost any stage of the supply chain. Low-
quality and counterfeit battery packs may exhibit significant
disparities between their advertised and actual achievable
performance. Some manufacturers even promote performances
that are unattainable for cells of that size and format. Cus-
tomers often purchase these items unknowingly, as they seem
superior to other similar cells. Identifying such discrepancies
can be challenging, given the high variability in geometries
and the diverse cathode and anode chemistry used in lithium-
ion cells [54]. Additionally, application-specific designs may
result in performance variations among seemingly identical
cells. Therefore, it is essential to grasp the application-based
requirements before purchasing or using any type of Li-ion
cells.

❸ Real-world Examples: There are lots of real-world
incidents of counterfeit batteries as summarized in Table I and
II. We covered some of them in Section I already and would
like to highlight three other cases below.

• Fake Sony VTC5 Batteries: These are supposed to be
high-drain batteries with a capacity of 2600mAh and a
maximum continuous discharge current of 20A. However,
some counterfeit versions have been found to have a
capacity of only 1600mAh and a discharge current of
10A or less [51].

• Counterfeit Batteries in Hoverboards: As of July 2016,
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission reported
over 60 incidents in the United States where Li-ion batter-
ies in hoverboards caught fire. These incidents resulted
in the destruction of bedrooms and even entire homes,
causing property damage exceeding USD 2 million[55].
More recent incidents can be seen in Table II.

• Fake Samsung 25R Batteries: These are popular bat-
teries for vaping devices, with a capacity of 2500mAh
and a maximum continuous discharge current of 20A.
However, some counterfeit versions have been found to
have a capacity of only 1200mAh and a discharge current
of 5A or less. [51].

TABLE II
REPORTED FAKE BATTERY INCIDENTS [55].

Affected Sellers No. of Reports Last Updated

Amazon 855 Oct. 28, 2023
Walmart 133 November 20, 2022

eBay 127 March 13, 2021
Newegg 14 May 20, 2021

Wish 14 February 2, 2021
Internet vendors 8 March 21, 2020

Twitter 3 August 3, 2019

The impacts of counterfeit batteries can be significant.
Counterfeit products pose numerous safety risks, as they are
prone to failure and can cause fires and explosions. These ille-
gal enterprises are typically run by manufacturers who lack the
technical knowledge and understanding necessary for safety,
quality control, and proper shipping practices. Certifications
are often falsified, and misleading performance claims are
made on the labels[51]. This leads directly to compromised
safety of lithium-ion products and, ultimately, the devices that
utilize them. In summary, counterfeit products demonstrate a
lack of performance, quality, and safety compared to their gen-
uine counterparts. Fake batteries can pose significant hazards,
often lacking essential protective mechanisms. As a result,
they are prone to overheating, explosions, and fire hazards,
potentially causing severe damage to electronic devices or,
in extreme cases, personal injuries. About 30 percent of the
global battery market consists of counterfeit products [56]. In
2020, counterfeit batteries caused an estimated USD 20 billion
in losses worldwide [56].

4) Consumer Phase Threats: When generalized consumers
receive a product from a store, it is very unlikely that they can
immediately know the internal situation of a product. Some
adversaries may take advantage of this and put counterfeit
batteries in the name of the original ones. Various aspects of
this attack are described below.

❶ Security Problems: At the consumer level, general peo-
ple do not have established equipment to examine batteries,
making them prone to be easily deceived. Some adversaries
take advantage of this and sell fake batteries in the name of
the original ones. In recent times, online markets like Amazon
and eBay have reported several instances of fake batteries in
their store. Also, various consumers have reported their battery
capacity to be lower.

❷ Attack Surface: Fire safety issues at the consumer level
have been long discussed as a potential bottleneck in electrical
and electronic equipment maintenance. Counterfeit or fake
batteries may create additional risk as they give leverage to
batteries having lower capacity.

❸ Real-world Examples: In a 2015 lawsuit, a woman
injured by an exploded battery in an e-cigarette was awarded
nearly USD 1.9 million from the local e-cigarette store, the
distributor, and the wholesaler [57].
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Fig. 8. Overview of a general smart battery system.

III. BATTERY CYBER-PHYSICAL SECURITY ISSUES

In this section, we first present the overview of battery
systems. Next, we cover the threat models regarding the
assumptions and motivations of adversaries that challenge
battery system assurance. Finally, we present our summary
and perspectives on advanced attack vectors.

A. Overview

Battery systems are ubiquitous in numerous applications
ranging from smart terminals to mission-critical infrastructure
by manifesting as versatile variants with different sets of
features depending on the particular products. On the other
hand, as mentioned in Section II-A3, higher and higher re-
quirements of safety and run-time monitoring inspire smart
battery systems, i.e., conventional battery packs enhanced by
BMS as presented in Fig. 8. A smart battery system typically
consists of three main blocks. i.e., battery pack, module
management systems, and the central management system.

1) Battery Pack: Li-ion battery packs power the applica-
tions. Depending on the specific applications, the parameters
such as size, voltage, and capacity of the battery pack are
different; for example, energy-intensive instances such as EVs
and drones focus more on the power density and lifetime
of the underlying battery pack whereas smaller devices like
smartphones prefer lightweight batteries with a high energy
density, i.e., they can store a large amount of energy in a
relatively compact package. As detailed in Section II-A2, the
basic building block of the battery pack refers to a battery cell
that transforms chemical energy into electrical power. Multiple
battery cells are then mechanically connected in series or
parallel to be battery module as serviceable units. Further, a
battery pack is comprised of battery modules and optional

peripheral components like cooling/heating systems to deliver
power to applications.

2) Module Management System: As mentioned, the battery
pack status needs continuous monitoring and necessary cor-
rections during run-time for system safety. Therefore, sensors
and microelectronic-based control units are typically deployed
for local battery management, which is collectively called
module management systems (MMS) as illustrated in Fig.
8. There can be multiple MMS instances to enable fine-
grained management of each battery module in the pack in
the subsequent aspects.

• Data Acquisition. One of the most important tasks for
each MMS is that it needs to closely quantify and collect
status statistics of the target battery module and every
internal battery cell. For example, the sensors sampled
the voltage, current, temperature, and battery resistance
and transferred them to the MMS for further analysis.

• SoC/SoH Estimation. To estimate the state-of-charge
(SoC), i.e., the percentage of the remaining energy
over the total battery capacity, MMS mostly utilizes
the Columb Counting algorithm where the discharging
current is measured and integrated over time. Also, the
state-of-health (SoH) parameter, which represents the
remaining capability and level of degradation of an in-
use battery, can be estimated using the collected battery
resistance.

• Battery Balancing. Additionally, the collected statistics
can help guide battery balancing which can effectively
extend the lifetime of the entire pack (battery cells
connected in series). In detail, individual cells in a pack
inevitably have inherent variations and different aging
patterns. Cells with lower capacity feature a shorter
charging/discharging cycle compared to others and thus
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suffer from a higher risk of being overcharged/over-
discharged. By balancing each cell to an equivalent SoC,
the overall capacity can be maximized.

• Battery Protection. Battery safety can be the highest
priority when it comes to the mission-critical infrastruc-
ture. Based on the analysis of the battery status, MMS
can identify anomalous scenarios such as over-voltage
and over-temperature that may result in pack leaking or
even explosion. In response, MMS typically cuts off the
MOSFET switch to dispatch the battery from the payload,
avoiding further aftermaths.

3) Central Management System: In addition to the ca-
pabilities provisioned by local MMS, there could be more
sophisticated algorithms required for advanced battery man-
agement. Therefore, MMS is typically connected to the central
management system (CMU) to jointly establish the battery
management system. The connectivity could be a serial inter-
face or a wireless channel depending on the physical layer
of the master system. For example, serial interfaces such as
I2C and SPI may be used when the CMU is implemented
on a local microprocessor or other devices like FPGAs [17]
on the same board of MMS for high cost-effectiveness.
However, a practical challenge faced by the local CMUs is
their insufficient processing capabilities. The performance of
a commodity microprocessor can only be GBs per second at
the fastest while the storage and scalability are limited as well
given the large number (sometimes up to thousands) of battery
cells in advanced applications like EVs or stationary charging
facilities [58]. Moreover, state-of-the-art data-driven battery
management algorithms, such as machine learning (ML)-based
solutions, require massive historical data of battery behaviors
for accurate analysis, further stressing the need for computa-
tional power and allocated memories [23]. To address such
challenges, an increasing number of investments shift battery
system architecture from local devices to cloud BMS [59]
where a digital twin-based virtual central BMS is established
on high-performance cloud servers [60]. As such, local module
management systems can still be implemented on lightweight
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices for edge processing while the
battery data can be transmitted to the cloud platform through
wireless protocols. Heavy tasks such as data storage, statistics
processing, and ML model deployment can be offloaded to the
CMU on the cloud for improved efficiency and adaptability
[60]. As a hybrid CPS, battery systems suffer from relevant
security threats and concerns as detailed in Section III-B.

B. Cyber-Physical Assurance Concerns

As a cyber-physical device, battery systems should always
preserve confidentiality, integrity, and availability to fulfill the
assurance requirements. Violations of any security property
would result in a variety of security compromises. For exam-
ple, a compromised battery system may be degraded on pur-
pose such that it cannot provide enough power for the electric
vehicle on the highway or has a shorter lifetime because of
accelerated aging. Even worse, catastrophic incidents might be
induced by deliberate attacks resulting in life-threatening fire
and explosion of the battery pack. Note that even the same

TABLE III
CONFIDENTIALITY CONCERNS ON BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.

Confidentiality Concerns Attack Effects Severity
Sensitive Data Access Insights into the overall system. ⋆
Unauthorized Credentials Access Unauthorized access to the system. ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
Intellectual Property Theft Competitive advantage in business. ⋆ ⋆
Privacy Concerns Compromising user privacy. ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

(a) The anatomy of the BMS in Tesla Model S.

(b) The parameters of available power (in Amps). The top refers to the power
available before firmware tampering 1305.0A while the bottom gets 1516.0A.

Fig. 9. Reverse engineering the BMS of Tesla Model S and firmware
tampering to increase the available power [19].

aftermath could stem from different underlying attack vectors
and thus call for systematic analysis and discussions. We will
focus on the confidentiality, integrity, and availability issues
around battery systems by ❶ presenting the potential security
problems, ❷ analyzing the attack surface comprehensively
given state-of-the-art security techniques, and ❸ illustrating
real-world attack examples.

1) Confidentiality Concerns: Battery systems measure and
store precise battery statistics which can be valuable for
adversaries. Moreover, the battery management system design
involves lots of R&D efforts, making itself intellectual prop-
erties which may become the targets of attackers. Therefore,
intrusions on battery management systems can effectively
induce confidentiality concerns.

❶ Security Problems: We summarize and tabulate the major
confidentiality concerns in Table III along with correspond-
ing attack effects and severity. Specifically, confidentiality
concerns involve (i) sensitive data access, (ii) unauthorized
credentials access, (iii) intellectual property theft, and (iv)
privacy concerns as presented below.

(i) Sensitive Data Access: As discussed in Section III-A,
battery systems are responsible for storing and processing
sensitive information of battery status including but not limited
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to SoC, voltage, temperature, and health (e.g., resistance).
Once the confidentiality of such sensitive information is vi-
olated, adversaries will obtain unauthorized insights into the
overall system, usage patterns, and potentially the activities.
We identify the concern itself at relatively low risk in Table
III since sophisticated analysis and efforts are still needed
to intelligently exploit the information. However, for capable
adversaries, the leaked information can be very helpful in
deducing more valuable in-system assets of battery-operated
devices or assist in compromising the targets further.

(ii) Unauthorized Credentials Access: In most applications
like smartphones and EVs, battery systems need to communi-
cate with other components frequently to report the status of
physical battery packs or enforce high-level battery manage-
ment policies. Therefore, battery systems often store security
credentials or secret keys to protect in-system communication.
If adversaries can successfully attack the system to expose
these assets, they might manage to intercept the commu-
nication for further analysis. Given that leveraging security
credentials to compromise system security is pretty intuitive,
we think this is one of the biggest concerns as illustrated in
Table III

(iii) Intellectual Property Theft: As one can see in Fig. 8,
BMS is a complicated system involving monitoring, control
theories, (wireless) communication, and even cloud/database
techniques. Experienced adversaries, especially engineers from
competitor companies, may attempt to break down the system,
understand the architecture, and figure out the core techniques
incorporated in the BMS product. As such, the competitive
advantages of BMS original designers would diminish because
of intellectual property theft. Although the infringement is
sometimes forbidden legally, it is costly to thwart or adduce
evidence for startups and individual developers.

(iv) Privacy Concerns: The statistics collected and stored
by battery systems could characterize the user identity, thereby
raising privacy concerns. For example, adversaries with unau-
thorized access to battery status can utilize battery capacity,
SoC, SoH, etc. to construct a user identity and track the
user activities (we present a real-world example the leaking
battery is presented in ❸ Real-world Examples to support
this argument). Besides, EVs always track the location and
usage patterns of the vehicle; user privacy would be completely
sacrificed once the data is intercepted by attackers when
interacting with battery systems.

❷ Cyber-Physical Attack Surface Analysis: As discussed,
battery systems hold security assets such as SoC, SoH, and
temperature which can be exploited by adversaries to com-
promise the application security.

(i) Snooping Attacks: In snooping attacks, adversaries tend
to eavesdrop on the data communication either on the in-
system bus, e.g., CAN/SPI bus, or the wireless connectivity.
If strong encryption is not in place, the confidentiality of
exploitable information could be violated. [58] discusses an
attack scenario where attackers can procure the bandwidth in-
formation between MMS and CMS through snooping attacks.
The bandwidth information can be further analyzed to figure
out which components/features of BMS are active and what
kind of activities are currently performing.

(ii) Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Attacks: MitM is a prevalent
cyber attack vector where a third-party adversary can position
herself between the client and server during the conversation
[61] to either eavesdrop or even impersonate one of the
entities. In battery systems, MitM attacks are possible threats
especially when the CMU is a cloud-based platform [60], i.e.,
the link between module management systems and CMUs
refers to network communication in Fig. 8. Moreover, MitM
attackers may intercept communication between components
within the BMS or between the BMS and external systems.
This can lead to the unauthorized access of sensitive data
transmitted over communication channels, resulting in con-
fidentiality concerns.

(iii) CMS Database Intrusions: The CMS tasks like ML
algorithms sometimes require a large amount of history data,
making the database a promising target of adversaries. Con-
cerning confidentiality attacks on the cloud database, a very
popular attack vector is SQL injection [62] where network
hackers utilize malicious SQL code to intrude the backend
database especially when its access control policies are not
well-designed. Through web page input or open API, SQL
injection can enforce the replacement of malicious code in
SQL statements, gaining access to sensitive data for further
exploitation.

(iv) Brute-force Attacks: Attackers or malware may attempt
to log in to the BMS or applications by systematically trying
different combinations of usernames and passwords until the
correct credentials are found. If weak authentication mech-
anisms or default credentials are used, unauthorized access
will be granted and consequently compromise confidentiality.
Although this sounds a bit naive and far-fetched, it surprisingly
results in significant real-life impacts. A famous example is
Mirai Botnet [63] which is a malware infecting numerous
smart devices in 2016 and remotely controlling them as
zombies. The root cause of the success of Mirai botnets (i.e.,
a massive and global denial-of-service attack) came down to a
very simple fact; users of IoT devices barely have the security
awareness and thus adopt the default username-and-password
combo such that Mirai Botnet can easily hijack the systems.

(v) Reverse Engineering: BMS is a hybrid system involv-
ing software, firmware, and hardware [17] exposing an ex-
tensive attack surface of reverse engineering and resulting
in subsequent IP piracy infringement of BMS developers.
Software reverse engineering could retrieve the high-level
functionality of BMS, e.g., the software algorithms executed
on a microprocessor-based MMS, from low-level binaries.
There have been mature disassmblers and utilities developed
for software reverse engineering such as IDA Pro [64] and
Ghidra [65]. Firmware reverse engineering can rely on similar
tool chains to its software counterparts if platforms are sup-
ported. Although quite a few microprocessor/microcontroller
platforms have been covered by state-of-the-art tools, there are
some FPGA-based MMS that remain unsupported because of
totally different working principles of underlying devices. Un-
like sequential executions of instructions on microprocessors,
FPGAs are inherently parallel circuitry programmed with bi-
nary configuration files, so-called bitstream [66]. On the other
hand, mainstream FPGA manufacturers are reluctant to reveal
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the vendor-specific bitstream format for their security-by-
obscurity strategies [67]. Unfortunately, such strategies have
been demonstrated to be in vain given the fact that bitstream
reverse engineering techniques [66–69] can crack the bitstream
format accurately by only exploiting the official EDA tools
like AMD-Xilinx ISE or Vivado. As for hardware reverse
engineering, it has been widely recognized as a challenging
task [70] where adversaries need to reconstruct the physical
design of integrated circuits (ICs) from the post-silicon de-
vices involving decapping, chemical processing, layer-by-layer
imaging, and sophisticated analysis & reconstruction [71]. In
the context of BMS reverse engineering, we think IC reverse
engineering may be unlikely for adversaries because they have
the chance to identify the chip model and specification from
the marking on the chip surface and simply purchase the same
ones from the open market. Therefore, software and firmware
reverse engineering call for more awareness and investment in
IP protection from the perspectives of BMS developers.

(vi) Malicious Insiders or Social Engineering: Individuals
with authorized access to the BMS, such as employees or
contractors, may intentionally or unintentionally compromise
confidentiality. This can occur through actions like data theft,
sabotage, or unauthorized data access. Besides, attackers may
use phishing emails or other social engineering techniques
to trick individuals with access to the BMS into revealing
sensitive information, such as login credentials.

(vii) Physical Side-channel Attacks: As the local battery
system is implemented on hardware devices, adversaries could
observe their run-time physical properties such as power con-
sumption and electromagnetic (EM) emissions to deduce con-
fidential information, i.e., so-called side-channel attacks [72].
The security credentials like session keys may be deduced
from the switching activities of underlying circuitry, leading
to further confidentiality compromise. In addition to breaking
cryptographic algorithms on hardware, side-channel attacks
can assist adversaries in understanding BMS functionality and
timing to enable more sophisticated attacks. Note that physical
access or proximity is prioritized by adversaries but remote
compromise remains possible especially when multiple control
blocks share the same FPGA fabric. As discussed in [73], a
typical scenario refers to a main controller consisting of two
control modules on the same FPGA. There is a proper isolation
fence (i.e., blank configurable resources [74]) between the
two logic circuitry to avoid logical interference. However, if
one of the control logic is accessible to cyber-attackers, they
can still enable power side-channel attacks by implementing a
lightweight power sensor to acquire switching activity profiles
from the other (victim) portion [75].

❸ Real-world Examples: The leaking battery [76] re-
search reveals real-world confidentiality concerns regarding
battery management systems, i.e., sensitive data access in
the BMS has been effectively exploited to raise privacy
concerns. Specifically, some HTML5 browsers provide the
website side with an application programming interface (API)
to access the battery status. Using this API, websites can
easily access the battery information such as capacity and
SoC without any permissions or awareness from users. The
data collection was originally intended to help balance the

TABLE IV
INTEGRITY CONCERNS ON BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.

Integrity Concerns Attack Effects Severity
Data Manipulation Deceiving the system into wrong

decisions and unsafe conditions.
⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Safety System Bypass Put the physical battery at risk of
damage or failure.

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Falsification of Battery Health Premature battery replacement or
allowing for recycled batteries.

⋆ ⋆

Hardware Tampering Tampering with HW components,
e.g., sensors, to affect the system.

⋆ ⋆

performance and energy cost, e.g., the website can switch
between high-performance or energy-saving modes given the
SoC of your laptop/smartphone. However, the high-precision
battery information simultaneously enables fingerprinting and
tracking user online activities in short time windows. The ex-
periments in [76] demonstrate the effectiveness of the exploits
by reconstructing user identifiers on Linux Firefox browsers.
Most mainstream browsers were affected except for the Tor
Browser which completely disabled the battery status API.
To mitigate the threats, the authors also suggest limiting the
precision of battery SoC readouts and/or improving the API
sensitivity by asking for user permissions before activation.

In BlackHat 2020, [19] presents an attempt to reverse
engineer the BMS of the Tesla Model S electrical vehicle. The
researcher breaks down the car model and reverse engineer the
system as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). The main microprocessor
(i.e., the CMS in Fig. 8) is TI TMS320C2809 while an Intel
(formerly Altera) CPLD serves as the hardware backup. One
can see the current shunt (battery current measurements),
precharge resistor (damage prevention), battery balancing
components (i.e., BMB), etc. in Fig. 9(a) as well. Besides
hardware reverse engineering, [19] also cracks the firmware
for BMS using IDA Pro to retrieve the source code, which
might result in intellectual property theft.

2) Integrity Concerns: As discussed in Section III-A, BMS
plays a pivotal role in ensuring the performance, security, and
safety of the battery pack. Therefore, the integrity of battery
systems becomes essential to ensure their compliant behaviors
and effective management; we present the potential concerns,
attack effects, and severity in Table IV.

❶ Security Problems: Table IV covers four major integrity
concerns of battery systems, i.e., (i) data manipulation, (ii)
safety system bypass, (iii) falsification of battery health, and
(iv) hardware tampering.

(i) Data Manipulation: Maliciously manipulating the crit-
ical data in battery systems can result in catastrophic after-
maths. For example, altering the SoC data of the specified
battery from high to low can deceive the control system into
the wrong decision of continuing the charging state beyond
its capacity. The consequent overcharging can be extremely
risky in inducing thermal runaway, reducing battery lifetime,
and causing fire/explosion hazards. Similarly, other anomalous
scenarios such as undercharging, over-temperature, and under-
temperature can be triggered in a similar fashion.

(ii) Safety System Bypass: Battery systems often include
safety features and protections to prevent hazardous condi-
tions such as overheating or overcharging. An attacker might
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attempt to bypass or disable these safety mechanisms, by
altering critical data as discussed or even tampering with the
hardware, putting the battery and the overall system at risk of
damage or failure.

(iii) Falsification of Battery Health: Altering the reported
health status (e.g., the internal resistance of battery cells)
of the battery can mislead users and system operators. This
could lead to premature replacement of batteries that are still
serviceable or, conversely, the use of batteries that pose a
safety risk.

(iv) Hardware Tampering: Besides high-level software al-
gorithms in module management systems and central man-
agement systems, hardware infrastructure like wiring, sensors,
and transistor switches is also indispensable to maintain func-
tionality and guarantee safety. Tampering with hardware can
result in wrong readings, ineffective circuit breaker protection,
and failure in transmitting sensitive signals (e.g., warning or
reset signals).

❷ Cyber-Physical Attack Surface Analysis: The integrity of
BMS is a critical aspect for ensuring the overall assurance as
arbitrary falsification of sensitive data might lead to misjudg-
ment and wrong decisions at higher levels, further inducing
serious aftermath.

(i) False Data Injection: Attackers can deliberately manip-
ulate the packets from MMS to CMS. The manipulation can
entail original data like measurements of voltage, current, and
temperature or direct commands. The former could disrupt or
mislead the algorithms running on the CMS for, e.g., false
SoC/SoH estimation while the latter can even gain access to
the entire battery pack [58]. Falsified SoH data may trigger
premature battery replacement or allow for recycled batteries
as seen in Table IV. Similarly, false estimation of SoC can
also significantly jeopardize normal operations of EVs, e.g.,
low maneuverability of EVs or misinforming drivers about
the achievable performance [58].

(ii) Random Delay Attacks: A random delay can be delib-
erately introduced to the sequence of BMS commands or data
[58]. For example, when BMS detects undesired anomalies
and would like to cut the battery power from the application,
the security commands may be delayed intentionally to prevent
successful protection.

(iii) Replay Attacks: A replay attack is a type of cyber/bus
attack where an attacker intercepts and maliciously retransmits
data that was previously recorded. As such, even if the traffic
is encrypted, the attacker does not need to decrypt the data;
instead, they simply capture the data packets and replay them
to the target system or network. If timestamps or unique
session identifiers are not included in BMS communication,
adversaries may gain access to the entire system by replaying
the recorded credentials [58].

(iv) Communication Protocol Integrity Attacks: The CAN
bus is one of the most prevalent protocols for in-system com-
munication of battery systems because of its cost-effectiveness
and robustness. However, the CAN bus does not have enough
authentication capabilities and thus enables a variety of in-
tegrity attacks [73]. As for wireless communication, the
MQTT protocol is typically used for battery systems. The
topology of MQTT is that a publisher can broadcast messages

of a topic to subscribers who request the same topic through a
broker. However, it has been found that malicious subscribers
can also control the broker since the broker listens to all
messages sent to it including false ones [77],

(v) Malicious Firmware Updates or Tampering: Attackers
may compromise the integrity of BMS firmware, leading to
altered functionality, unauthorized access, or incorrect pro-
cessing of critical functions. The compromise can be imple-
mented through either malicious firmware updates or local
tampering. Malicious firmware updates can be achieved by
direct falsification of the packets if strong authentication is
not in place. Sometimes adversaries may tend to roll back
the firmware version to previous ones through replay attacks.
Such attacks can not only defeat encryption protection but also
disable added security features [78]. As for local tampering,
attackers with physical access to on-chip firmware storage may
read the firmware, apply modifications, and reload it. Note
that some devices like mid/high-end FPGAs feature hardware
cryptographic engines to thwart straightforward integrity at-
tacks. However, sophisticated attackers developed intelligent
strategies to break the protection as well [79, 80].

(vi) Physical Fault Injection: Physical fault injection refers
to the attacks where adversaries intentionally change inputs
or physical parameters/environments of the underlying MMS
hardware to interrupt its normal operations. The common
methods involve premature clocks, voltage drops, EM dis-
turbances, and laser pulse [81]. As discussed in [82], the
negative impacts of fault injection can bypass built-in security
mechanisms, assist in advanced fault analysis of ciphers,
escalate the user privileges, etc.

(vii) Hardware Trojan Insertion: Hardware Trojan is a
long-standing concern in the hardware security domain [83–
85] which essentially refers to the malicious circuitry that gets
into the IC at different stages including design, integration, and
manufacturing [85]. If the BMS is built on top of untrusted
hardware ICs, adversaries could be very potent to falsify
the sensitive data covering the measurements and credentials.
Also, hardware Trojan attack models can be versatile, and
successful Trojan insertion implies the dominance of the entire
system against any countermeasures or mitigation at firmware
and software levels because the security measures can be
fundamentally disabled at the hardware [27, 86–89].

(viii) Interference from Other In-system Components: In
complicated applications such as EVs, other in-system
components/devices may talk to the local BMS (i.e., MMS)
or maliciously affect the compliance of MMS. As discussed
in [73], the widely used CAN bus protocol possibly allows
for masquerade attacks [90] and replay attacks [91] such that
adversaries who gain access to either one of the on-board
controllers or the CAN-USB interface could broadcast fake
messages to battery systems and/or main controllers. For
instance, the malicious components can pretend to be MMS
sending packets including erroneous data like SoC, voltage,
and temperature, resulting in subsequent damage because of
over-charging or overvoltage.

❸ Real-world Examples: Battery firmware hacking [92]
presents an in-depth analysis of the entire smart Li-ion battery
pack in quite a few Apple products including MacBook,
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TABLE V
AVAILABILITY CONCERNS ON BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.

Availability Concerns Attack Effects Severity
Denial of Service (DoS) Leading to the downtime of the

system.
⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Accelerated Battery Aging Reduced battery lifetime and un-
necessary financial lost.

⋆ ⋆

Battery Health Monitoring Disruption Premature battery replacement or
allowing for recycled batteries.

⋆ ⋆

Battery Draining Attacks Aggressively consume the energy
to end the system lifetime earlier.

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

MacBook Pro, and MacBook Air laptops. The researchers first
reverse-engineer the firmware content and firmware flashing
procedure of the embedded battery controller, i.e., they can
reconfigure the smart battery by modifying the firmware (i.e.,
data manipulation). This is allowed because Apple uninten-
tionally adopts the same credentials for unsealing the battery
and granting full access to the pack so the researchers can
repurpose the information. Besides, the checksum of ensuring
firmware authenticity can be bypassed (i.e., safety system
bypass) to allow for the execution of tampered firmware. By
tampering with the firmware, the adversary offers a simple
API that can read and make arbitrary changes to parameters
and data. Such overall control and subsequent modification are
enough to result in serious safety concerns, e.g., changing the
SoC can easily deceive the battery into over-charging or even
fire.

Tesla BMS cracking [19] can not only raise confidentiality
concerns as discussed in Section III-B1 but also have the im-
plications of integrity violations. Based on the knowledge from
hardware and firmware reverse engineering, the adversary
can effectively modify the system to unlock the unavailable
power/features given the specified version. For example, Tesla
restricts the maximum speed/acceleration of their vehicles by
controlling the peak power from the battery pack. In [19], the
limitations of available power can be unlocked as depicted in
Fig. 9(b); the maximum available current is 1305.0A before
whereas firmware tampering can increase it to 1516.0A. Note
that, in addition to firmware tampering, the shunt hardware in
Fig. 9(a) needs to be modified (i.e., hardware tampering). A
single wire is connected from the shunt to the CPLD which
would help BMS generate an alert after firmware tampering
preventing the contactors from being closed. Therefore, a
breakout board is necessary to monitor the signal before
driving the car.

3) Availability Concerns: As the power source, compromis-
ing the battery availability can fundamentally brick the entire
system. We highlight four availability concerns in Table VII.

❶ Security Problems: Table VII presents (i) denial of
service (DoS), (ii) accelerated battery aging, (iii) battery
health monitoring disruption, and (iv) battery-draining at-
tacks. Although some of the concerns seem to be similar to
integrity ones such as battery health monitoring disruption,
the goal of availability compromise refers to simply disabling
the feature by any means instead of deliberately modifying it,
which is more straightforward and less demanding of attack
setup/expertise.

(i) Denial of Service: Attackers may launch denial-of-
service attacks on the BMS, overwhelming it with a high vol-

(a) Polite WIFI attack: always awaking the embedded devices by sending fake
WIFI packets [18].

(b) Adversaries can inject messages into the CAN bus of the vehicle to prevent
the system from felling asleep [93].

Fig. 10. Real-world battery draining attacks on battery-powered embedded
devices and EVs.

ume of requests or malicious traffic. This can lead to the BMS
becoming unresponsive, causing downtime and preventing the
system from functioning as intended.

(ii) Accelerated Battery Aging: Attackers may compromise
BMS to disrupt the overcharging/discharging protection or
battery balancing functionality so that batteries can be sig-
nificantly degraded and damaged. As such, battery aging is
accelerated; the victim battery pack will not be able to meet
the lifetime promise and lead to unnecessary financial and
economic loss.

(iii) Battery Health Monitoring Disruption: A BMS is re-
sponsible for monitoring the health of the battery and im-
plementing safety measures when necessary. An attack that
disrupts the monitoring functions can lead to a lack of aware-
ness regarding the state of the battery, potentially resulting in
unsafe operating conditions.

(iv) Battery-draining Attacks: Most battery-operated em-
bedded devices and EVs support advanced features such as
low-power modes and run-time power-saving measures to
extend the battery life. However, adversaries may exploit
vulnerabilities in the system/application to intentionally in-
crease its power consumption, leading to accelerated battery
depletion. For instance, attackers may either force the device
to continuously perform resource-intensive operations or send
fake requests to the target devices to prevent them from staying
in low-power mode. The consequence of battery draining can
be severe resulting in service outages, data loss, and even
safety risks.

❷ Cyber-Physical Attack Surface Analysis: The availability
of a battery system is crucial to assurance because it directly
impacts the reliability, performance, and safety of battery-
powered systems.

(i) Network Flooding Attacks: Network flooding attacks
can severely impact the availability of battery systems by
overwhelming its network infrastructure with a deluge of
traffic. In such an attack, malicious actors exploit vulner-
abilities in the system to flood the IoT-based MMS with
an excessive volume of data packets or requests, rendering
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them unable to respond to legitimate traffic effectively [94].
This flood of network traffic exhausts the system’s resources,
including processing power, memory, and bandwidth, leading
to degraded performance or complete system failure. In the
context of a battery system, which is critical for monitoring
and controlling battery health and performance, such attacks
can disrupt vital functions, potentially causing delays in critical
operations, inaccurate readings, or even complete shutdowns
of battery systems.

(ii) Ransomware Attacks: Ransomware attacks can severely
compromise the availability of a battery system by encrypting
critical system files and demanding a ransom for their release
[95]. In such attacks, malicious software infiltrates the BMS
infrastructure through various entry points, exploiting vulner-
abilities or utilizing social engineering tactics. Once inside,
the ransomware encrypts essential files and data necessary for
the operation of the BMS, effectively locking out legitimate
users and administrators. This encryption renders the system
inaccessible and disrupts its ability to monitor and control
battery health and performance. Consequently, the BMS may
fail to provide accurate readings, trigger false alarms, or even
halt critical operations altogether. Given the vital role of bat-
tery systems, such attacks can have far-reaching consequences,
including safety risks, operational disruptions, and financial
losses.

(iii) Application Level Battery Draining Attacks: As bat-
tery systems should function in the context of applications,
the intrusions or abuse at the application level may excessively
deplete the battery power. For example, malicious malware can
break into the telematic system of EVs, execute unnecessary
tasks in the background, or execute resource-intensive tasks
without consent from users. As a result, the batteries of these
devices are depleted at an accelerated rate, potentially leading
to unexpected shutdowns or failures. Moreover, the diminished
battery life of these devices can compromise the effectiveness
of the BMS, hindering its ability to accurately monitor and
manage battery health and performance. We highlight multiple
instances of such attacks in ❸ Real-world Examples to provide
readers with more insights.

(iv) Cyberattacks on Charging Infrastructure: Although
this paper focuses mainly on the security and assurance of
the battery system itself, cyberattacks on their accessories
like charging infrastructure have implications affecting the
availability of corresponding battery-operated applications.
For example, charging stations provide a convenient and
accessible infrastructure for EV owners to recharge their
vehicles. However, as networked equipment, cybersecurity
breaches are unsurprisingly witnessed, e.g., in 2018, by
gaining access to the connected WiFI, Kaspersky Lab
researchers found a way to (1) stop the charging processor
or (2) set the charger to the maximum current possible [96].
In the (1) scenario, EV drivers may have to call tow trucks
if nearby charging stations are down because of cyberattacks.
As for (2), compromised charging stations could output
current pulses to intentionally damage the battery systems.
Similarly, in 2021, Schneider Electric, a major vendor of EV
charging stations, announced new patches against several new
vulnerabilities that could allow adversaries to tamper with the

charging station’s settings and accounts [97].
❸ Real-world Examples: Intelligent adversaries have de-

veloped a variety of methods to violate the availability of
batteries, e.g., battery-draining attacks. For instance, Polite
WiFi attack was proposed in [18] where the researchers
identified a vulnerability in the WiFi protocol, i.e., all WiFi
devices acknowledge any received frame if the destination
address points to their MAC address. In other words, even
a packet with invalid content (fake packet) will also trigger
the response from the device with WiFi. As seen in Fig.
10(a), a victim laptop is connected to an access point within a
private WiFi network whereas it would respond to fake packets
from attackers. Such blind physical layer acknowledgments
may result in quite a few negative impacts including battery-
draining attacks. An adversary can intentionally flood fake
packet streams to force the acknowledgment behaviors from
victim devices. [18] has identified this can accelerate the
battery-draining procedure of low-power IoT devices by 35x,
which can reduce the lifetime of sensitive applications such
as sensors or medical devices significantly.

The availability of battery systems in EVs can be compro-
mised by battery-draining attacks as well. [93] investigated
the operation modes, e.g., normal and sleep, of the electronic
control units (ECUs), which is a core control system of
most modern EVs. They discovered that injecting the wake-
up message to the in-vehicle network (e.g., CAN bus) can
effectively prevent EVs from entering the energy-saving mode
as seen in Fig. 10(b). The experimental results on test vehicles
demonstrate a 12.57x increase in terms of the average
battery power consumption; the battery of a parked car can
be drained within only a few days or even hours. Another
real-world example of battery-draining attacks in EVs is [98]
where adversaries target Nissan Leaf, a popular series of EVs.
Specifically, they managed to exploit vulnerable APIs of the
smartphone app of the EVs to enable them to connect and
control any Nissan Leaf vehicle (also its BMS) of the same
fleet by sending maliciously crafted packets. The intrusions
stealthily drain the battery energy because attackers can even
remotely turn the air conditioner (AC) on. Such hacking forced
Nissan to suspend their app for threat mitigation immediately
[99] and release corresponding software security patches later
for affected vehicles [100].

In addition to dedicated attacks on BMS itself, it is worth
noting that subverting the application level could also lead to
battery availability issues as attackers may intentionally enable
power-intensive features like AC, car audio, and light systems.
In 2022, it was reported that security specialists broke into the
telematics systems of 25 Tesla vehicles across 13 countries by
remotely gaining very high privileges including checking if a
driver is present in the car, turning on the stereo sound systems,
and flashing headlights [101], implying excessive consump-
tion of battery energy. Besides, back in 2015, two hackers
exploited software flaws in Jeep Cherokee and further silently
rewrote the firmware of underlying chips such that malicious
commands could reach physical components through the in-
vehicle CAN bus. Battery energy can be quickly drained here
by letting the car blast cloud air at the maximum setting and
play music at full volume [102].
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Fig. 11. Taxonomy of security threats to battery and battery embedded systems [26, 103–105].

TABLE VI
ATTACKS ON BATTERY.

Attack Vectors Type of
Attacks

Attack Scenario Impact Severity

False data injec-
tion

Cyber Malware, Trojan, virus or
physical access

Misjudging the state
of the battery by the
controller or user

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

SQL injection Cyber The attacker interferes
the database with SQL
queries

Information leakage ⋆

Denial of service Cyber Overloading either the
physical or network
connections

The battery system
can no longer be ac-
cessed

⋆ ⋆

Man in the mid-
dle

Cyber Using a hacker to change
the communication be-
tween entitles who think
they are directly commu-
nicating with each other

Information leakage,
unauthorized
operation, installation
of malware, Trojan
or virus

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Rapid
degradation

Cyber Compromise system esti-
mation, making the bat-
tery keep overcharge or
over-discharge

Degradation of the
capacity of the battery
or even explosion

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Battery drain Cyber Bombarding the victim
with fake packets, to
which the battery system
will keep sending ACKs
back

Fasten the drainage of
the battery

⋆

Malware, Trojan,
and Virus

Cyber Phishing emails, social en-
gineering, or through the
use of infected USB drives

Data theft, system
failure, or damage to
the batteries

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Side channel at-
tack

Cyber Malicious batteries (com-
promised or counterfeit)
analyze the side channel
info of the device

Information leakage ⋆

Chemical Alter-
ation attack

Physical Malicious batteries (Im-
pure chemicals are in-
jected instead of original
material) analyze the side
channel info of the device

Low quality, low ca-
pacity or degraded
battery

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Mislabeling Physical Original label of the bat-
tery and casings are re-
placed with fake ones to
show them as better qual-
ity battery

Misrepresented, low
capacity battery, fire
safety issues

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Counterfeiting Physical Original battery specifica-
tions are altered, bad com-
ponents are injected

Degraded, low capac-
ity battery, fire safety
issues

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

C. Summary and Perspectives of Security Threats

In this subsection, we would like to summarize and highlight
the major attack vectors that would affect battery security.
We cover not only the attack vectors threatening BMS as-
surance but also a few supply chain attack vectors on battery
authenticity to make the summary comprehensive. Note that
most of them have been detailed in Section II-B and Section
III-B whereas we would like to summarize them horizontally
in terms of attack characteristics, make the information more
accessible, and present our additional perspectives.

Fig. 11 depicts the taxonomy of security threats to battery
and battery-embedded systems and Table VI summarizes our
point of view on the detailed attack scenario and impact of the
attacks with their corresponding severity. as detailed follows.

1) Network Attack: This type of attack aims at the commu-

nication channel between the battery and the controller
or between the battery system and the user. The attacker
could be overloading the physical or network connec-
tions to perform a DOS attack to make the battery or
the entire system unavailable, or use a hacker to change
the communication between entitles who think they
are directly communicating with each other to breach
the stored data or perform unauthorized operations like
installing malware/Trojan/virus [106, 107].

2) Data Storage Attack: This type of attack aims at the data
storage unit of the battery system. The attacker tries to
either alter or breach the data stored in the battery system
using various methods including malware, Trojan, virus,
physical access, or interfering with the database with
SQL queries [108].

3) Energy Storage Attack: This type of attack aims at the
energy storage unit of the battery system. The attacker
tries to drain the energy of the battery by bombarding
the victim with fake packets, to which the battery system
will keep responding with ACK signals, or cause the
capacity of the battery to rapidly degrade by injecting
false data into the battery state estimation, which would
make the controller wrongly estimate the state of the
battery and keeps overly charging or discharging the
battery [109].

4) Physical Attack: This type of attack aims at the phys-
ical access of the battery system by either theft or
dumpster diving, which could lead to various problems
like information leakage and reverse engineering [104].
Nowadays, the BMS is designed specifically for the
applications and hence are customized [110]. Reverse
engineering of such BMS can lead the adversary to get
complete access to the architecture of the BMS, further
leading to realizing the security vulnerabilities and even
theft of the BMS IP design [19]. Moreover, physical
fault injection attacks are dangerous. For example, an
external EM source can induce a large Eddy current
into the on-chip power distribution network to disturb
the BMS circuitry by causing setup/hold time violations
in a contactless manner.

5) Firmware/Software Attack: This type of attack aims
at the firmware or software of the battery-embedded
system. The attacker could install malware, Trojans, or
viruses to the battery system through phishing emails,
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Fig. 12. Perspectives on impacts of attacks on batteries in primary sectors.

social engineering, or the use of infected USB drives,
which could cause problems like data theft, system
failure, or damage to the batteries [111].

6) Counterfeit Batteries: Counterfeit batteries usually do
not have the same specs as legitimate batteries. They
may have low capacity, short life spec, or even a lack of
safety parts, which makes them physically dangerous.
Also, there could be some malicious hardware Trojan
installed in the counterfeit batteries, which could lead
to more serious problems [112].

7) Side-Channel Attack: Researchers have discovered that
a malicious battery can obtain (steal) various types of
information from a device by analyzing its side channel
information, e.g., continuously monitoring power traces
[113]. By analyzing the power traces of a battery, the
activity of the battery-powered system can be predicted
[114]. For example, tracing the power consumption of
a cell phone can lead to realizing the usage and type of
usage as well [115].

Fig. 12 shows our perspective on the possible effects of
attacked or counterfeit batteries on various sectors. Attacks
on battery systems can affect almost all industrial sectors
financially. Besides, loss of lives is mostly caused by failures
of battery systems in healthcare, government, and consumer
electronics. Moreover, the most critical property of a health-
care enterprise is its reputation. Battery-induced issues in their
products could easily destroy a huge business. Finally, a mal-
function of military equipment controlled by the government
leads to a serious concens on national security.

IV. STATE-OF-THE-ART BATTERY SECURITY SOLUTIONS

There have been existing solutions aiming to enhance both
battery system authenticity and assurance. In this section, we
will first discuss state-of-the-art battery authenticity solutions
with a focus on counterfeit battery detection. Next, solutions
for ensuring BMS assurance are presented.

A. State-of-the-art Battery Authenticity Solutions

Existing methods of battery authentication are extensively
used to distinguish original batteries and counterfeit or low-
quality substitutes. Visual inspection, chemical analysis, form
factor, and the resistance of the target battery instance, as

TABLE VII
STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS OF BATTERY AUTHENTICATION [112].

Methods Cloning Replay Unscalability Rewrapping
Markings No Yes Yes No

External Factors No Yes Yes No
Form Factor No Yes Yes No

Resistor No Yes Yes No
Chip Yes No No No

DCAuth [112] Yes Yes Yes Yes
EISthentication [112] Yes Yes Yes Yes

well as several challenge-response mechanisms, are used to
distinguish original and fake batteries.

1) Visual Inspection: Visual inspection involves looking for
physical characteristics that are unique to the manufac-
turer or product and using them to detect. Markings,
logos, or labels on the battery, its color, shape, and size
can be used in the inspection process to detect authen-
ticity [116–119]. This method, however, is vulnerable
to deliberate rewrapping attacks, and in general, it is
easy to replicate the markings on the wrapping or other
external characteristics.

2) Form Factor: Form factors are related to the form of
a battery. A battery’s form factor refers to its size,
configuration, and arrangement. The three most common
form factors for EV batteries are cylindrical, prismatic,
and pouch. [120].

3) Resistor of Battery: Using resistance for battery authen-
tication has two aspects: Placing an external resistance
inside the battery or using the internal resistance as an
identifier. However, externally placed batteries can be
extracted and placed inside a counterfeit one to make
it look like an original battery [112]. Using internal
resistance has also some limitations as the resistance of
a Li-ion battery does not always stay constant during all
states of operation as seen in Fig. 13.

4) Challenge response protocol: Challenge-Response (CR)
protocol between the chip and the prover can be used to
validate the battery. One implementation of this protocol
is using an unchanging stream of bits that, however, can
be sniffed by an attacker and thus is vulnerable to replay
attacks. More advanced gauges instead include some
cryptographic hash function in the protocol, making it
impossible for an attacker to steal the authentication
codes.

5) Emerging Technologies: [112] presents two novel
methodologies, namely, DCAuth and EISthentication.
Both of them leverage the internal characteristics of each
battery cell using ML methods. The training data comes
from the regular usage of Li-ion battery models includ-
ing only physical and chemical features. More specifi-
cally, DCAuth and EISthentication require only voltage
and capacity measurements (i.e., differential capacity
analysis data) and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy data, respectively. The solutions can achieve up
to 0.94 accuracy in counterfeit battery detection [112].
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Fig. 13. Internal resistance change curve in the charging-discharging process
of batteries [121].

B. State-of-the-art Battery Assurance Methods

As shown in Fig. 14, the existing detection methods mostly
fall into three categories: residual-based forecasting, long-term
forecasting, and hybrid methods [103].

• Residual-based methods forecasts the system’s behavior
either using models or machine learning methods and
compares the forecasted value and the measured value
to see if there are differences notable enough to indicate
potential cyber attacks [122]. The performance of a
residual-based detector is intricately tied to the accuracy
of the forecasting technique employed, which ensures
that deviations between predicted and observed values
are accurately identified, leading to more robust anomaly
detection in the BESS system. Consequently, selecting
a forecasting method with exceptionally high accuracy is
crucial when dealing with Battery Energy Storage System
(BESS)-related datasets.
(i) Model-based methods: Two prevalent methods are
Coulomb Counting [123, 124] and equivalent circuit
models (ECMs) [125]. However, both methods come
with notable limitations [126]. Coulomb counting relies
on precise initial cell state data, and its accuracy is
susceptible to meter errors and model inaccuracies [127].
Meanwhile, ECMs, despite their utility, overlook certain
physiochemical processes occurring within the battery
cell and demand detailed empirical parameterization for
their application [128].
(ii) Machine learning based methods: Several types of
classifiers find application in forecasting the battery
system behaviors, including artificial neural networks
(ANNs) with feed-forward Neural Networks (NNs), re-
current NNs, which are suitable for sequential data pro-
cessing, and deep NNs (e.g., Deep Belief NN), as well
as fuzzy logic and its combination with NN (an adap-
tive neuro-fuzzy inference system), and other combined
machine learning methods [129].
(iii) Hybrid methods: The combination of Machine
Learning based methods with model-based approaches
results in a class of hybrid methods. This integration
leverages the strengths of both methods, utilizing the
data-driven capabilities of ML alongside the structured
understanding provided by model-based techniques. Hy-
brid methods often demonstrate improved performance
and versatility [130].

• Long-term forecasting methods create typical profiles
for system behaviors and compare the general features

Fig. 14. Cyber attack detection and avoidance methods [103–105, 130, 132,
133].

periodically to see whether there is potentially altered
data. This could resolve the limitation of the residual-
based methods that the forecast value may be inaccurate,
leveraging the fact that cyber attacks usually need to be
effective for a long period to cause significant damages.
However, this method may struggle to detect or respond
effectively to sudden and rapid cyber attacks. Forecasting
the consumption by clustering typical load profiles is a
typical approach for behavior forecasting in the electric
grid domain [131], where probabilistic neural networks
(PNNs) are applied for consumer clustering, dividing
consumers into clusters based on the load profiles to
obtain a typical load profile.

V. PERSPECTIVE BATTERY SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Although quite a few contemporary solutions are discussed
in Section IV, they may not completely address the compli-
cated battery security model. Therefore, in this section, we
would like to present our perspectives on some possible and
promising methods to provide insightful directions that the
research community can look into.

A. Perspective Battery Authenticity Methods

We provision three perspective methods for ensuring battery
authenticity. The first one is battery physical unclonable func-
tion (PUF) which aims to fingerprint each battery instance.
The other two refer to blockchain and zero-trust architecture
for battery supply chain management to enhance its resilience
and transparency.

1) Potential Battery PUF: PUF was originally proposed
to uniquely fingerprint each IC by characterizing the process
variations of silicon [134]. Similarly, battery authenticity can
significantly benefit from such implementation to identify
counterfeit instances. Internal parameters of batteries are of
paramount importance in building a universal identification
(ID) for batteries. At the cell level, the variation of internal
parameters arises from the diverse structure of anode, cathode,
and electrolytes.

a) Characterzing the Internal Parameters of Li-ion Bat-
teries: The most practiced internal parameters of battery are:
pressure drop between two sides of the battery [135], internal
resistance (IR) [136], batteries natural frequency [137], tem-
perature pattern [138], open circuit voltage (OCV) [139], etc.
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Fig. 15. Internal resistance variation of a Nissan leaf battery cell.

Fig. 16. Battery internal resistance as a function of both temperature and
SoC.

As all of these parameters are interrelated, only one needs
to be chosen carefully so that the usual characteristics of
that parameter do not change much with time. Primarily, we
propose the internal resistance of the battery as a potential
parameter for battery PUF design. The internal resistance
of a battery is a function of different parameters, including
current, voltage, state of charge, state of health, battery natural
frequency, etc. [140]. The dependency of internal resistance on
different parameters has been shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.
Fig. 15 shows the measurement data of open circuit voltage,
and internal resistances on charging and discharging for a
Nissan Leaf battery cell [141]. Based on Fig. 16, it can be
concluded that the minimum battery internal resistance will
be between 20C to 40C as can be observed from the trend of
the graphs [142].

Fig. 13 shows the internal resistance change curve of a
certain brand of two 5Ah lithium iron phosphate batteries in
the charging-discharging process [121]. The charge prepara-
tion process, which is the stage where the battery is not being
charged or discharged is static, and the internal resistance is
stable. The maximum rate of change of resistance is 0.61% in
this state. In the charge state, a significant amount of lithium-
ions strip from the cathode and enter into the electrolyte
because of the increase in the electrochemical activity of the
battery. The resistance towards the current of the battery is
reduced and the internal resistance presents a decreasing ten-
dency. The internal resistance reduces by 12.3% post charging

Fig. 17. The internal resistance change curve in the overcharging process of
batteries [143].

as compared to the value before charging [143]. After charging
the battery stays in a static state, while the internal resistance
of the battery rises gradually. However, the rate of increase
becomes slower in this state. The internal resistance remains
unchanged after the value reaches 21.1 mΩ. Subsequently, in
the discharging process, the battery has a 1C constant current
meaning that a fully charged battery rated at 1Ah should
provide 1A for one hour, and the internal resistance of the
battery increases slowly.

At the initial static state, the internal resistance of the battery
is stable and decreases at the 1C constant current charging
stage. When the battery reaches the upper cut-off voltage
and gets into the overcharge state, the decreased speed of
internal resistance amplifies suddenly as shown in Fig. 17
[143]. According to this characteristic of Li-ion battery, it is
difficult to detect the overcharge fault of the battery and to
predict the same [144].

From the literature it is evident that internal resistance
can efficiently indicate the battery’s SoH [145, 146], SoC
[147], and can also monitor thermal runaway [148, 149].
The detection of internal resistance improves the accuracy of
battery inconsistency diagnosis. Because the internal resistance
of the battery truly reflects its properties, detecting variations
in internal resistance improves the accuracy of possible mali-
cious detection and also forecasts battery failure. Furthermore,
in EVs, the IR gives critical information about regenerative
braking capabilities, dynamic charge and discharge efficiency,
and battery physical degradation[150]. Therefore, the IR must
be assessed in order to characterize the performance of an
EV battery system. The IR is an important battery parameter
since it is closely related to its power output, energy efficiency,
ability to perform quick charging and regenerative braking, and
physical cell degradation [151]. All of these characteristics are
critical for the efficient operation of a battery-powered appli-
cation, making IR a candidate worth exploring for developing
a PUF for battery systems.

b) Perspective PUF Design for Battery Systems: As
mentioned, a PUF [152, 153] is a hardware security primitive
that exploits the unique and unpredictable variations in phys-
ical characteristics of a device to generate a unique identifier
or a cryptographic key [154–156]. PUFs can be classified
based on different criteria, such as their operating principle,
the type of physical variations they exploit, and the type
of output they produce [157]. In recent years, it has come
to be recognized as the digital fingerprint; it is as unique
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as human fingerprints[134, 158]. PUF’s one-of-a-kind quality
distinguishes it as a potential technique for key generation,
identification, and authentication difficulties. Because of their
low power consumption, small footprint, and resilience to
physical and side-channel assaults, PUFs have emerged as a
promising alternative for increasing the security of devices.

As discussed above, IR is one of the most essential proper-
ties of a battery since it is used to evaluate power performance
[159], energy efficiency [150], aging mechanisms [160], and
equivalent circuit modeling [161]. In addition, as shown in
the previous section, a potential malicious attack can have a
substantial impact on IR properties, proving its capability to
be used as a parameter for a PUF design in batteries. We
propose a method to authenticate the life cycle of batteries
by considering the internal resistance values during different
processes. The created PUF identifier can be saved as a
physical tag on top of the battery or in the battery management
system’s memory.

c) Proposed Methodology: The energy storage system,
which charges and releases energy from a battery, is directly
affected by battery performance; hence, a BMS that manages,
protects, and interacts with the outside world is essential. One
of the issues with nonlinear batteries is that their internal
features vary as the quantity of charge-discharge cycles in-
creases; hence, the primary purpose of a BMS is to precisely
track these changes. Based on the decline in efficiency (which
occurs during battery use), our approach will provide a way
to enhance the security of batteries and efficiency by using
a battery efficiency equation and applying it to calculate and
predict the SoC and SoH of the battery. The internal resistance
of a battery is the key indicator of its state. The internal
resistance of a battery increases with an increase in the heat
generated during the charge-discharge of the battery. This
approach will help monitor the battery state and prevent it from
overcharging and over-discharging, improving its security and
performance.

d) Proposed Architecture: Our proposed method’s tech-
nological implementation is based on signed battery data, us-
ing keys extracted from the battery’s PUF. The most functional
part of our method will involve updating and adding the data
of the battery especially its internal resistance as it changes
along the battery life period. In our approach, every new data
generated will be sent to the central database of each battery.
Only the signature is appended to a battery-specific certificate
that also includes the public key. If a certificate for the battery
already exists, it must be reissued, and the previous one has to
be voided. The proposed architecture will hereby include three
steps in general: 1) Update of battery records 2) Verification
that certificate belongs to records 3) Verify that battery belongs
to the certificate. One of the advantages of this architecture
is that the derived key may be stored in a security module
like BMS to avoid the risk of stolen or reproduced keys by
a malicious identity. Our future work will include a detailed
architecture with the experimental results of this approach. Our
work will also include developing potential sensors to detect
any kind of malicious attacks or counterfeiting relating the
sensors to the battery PUFs.

Fig. 18. The blockchain architecture.

2) Blockchain for Battery Supply Chain: Blockchain has
emerged as a popular technology in supply chain management
like food, logistics, and microelectronics. Similarly, we see its
great potential to enhance the authenticity of the battery supply
chain as proposed below.

a) Blockchain in Supply Chain Management: Blockchain
technology, functions as a distributed database and a peer-to-
peer network that stores a registry of transactions [162]. Ini-
tially developed for cryptocurrencies, blockchain offers various
features, including decentralization, immutability, traceability,
trust, and transparency [162–164]. These features have con-
tributed to the widespread adoption of blockchain in diverse
fields, such as online voting, banking, and the Internet of
Things [165]. Extending its applications, blockchain’s imple-
mentation for Web3 is currently trending. Using blockchain
for Web3, a newer and better internet managed by users, is
increasing trust amongst the users [166]. In a blockchain,
each block can be likened to a folder on a computer (node)
that contains specific data. The blockchain itself comprises
these interconnected sub-folders [167]. Fig. 18 illustrates the
structure of a blockchain, wherein each block is linked to its
preceding block through a hash. Blockchain is categorized into
different types based on two factors: the type of ownership and
the level of access granted to participants.

• Public Blockchain: This type of blockchain is an open
blockchain, where participation is unrestricted, and any-
one can join the network at any time [168].

• Private Blockchain: This network is one where a single
entity operates and runs the blockchain. In this type of
blockchain, ownership is concentrated in the hands of
one party, unlike the public blockchain. Consequently, it
does not possess the full decentralization characteristic
typically associated with blockchain networks [169].

• Consortium Blockchain: In this blockchain, multiple par-
ties are granted permissioned control over the entire
network, distinguishing it from the previously described
types. This blockchain is characterized by a fair and trans-
parent decision-making process, contributing to smooth
operations. Additionally, it offers reduced costs and in-
creased efficiency compared to other models [170]. For
the purpose of this investigation, a consortium blockchain
is utilized [171].

The smart contract plays a pivotal role in blockchain tech-
nology and is vital for establishing trust within the network
[172]. Despite its name, the smart contract does not have a
legal context and is simply a computer program [173]. The
code of the smart contract is stored on the blockchain and is
linked to a unique address [174]. In adherence to the terms
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Fig. 19. A zero trust access model.

TABLE VIII
ZERO TRUST TENETS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION.

Tenets Interpretation
Data and computation are considered as resources Disparate resource set
Information is secured regardless of location Independent security
Access to resources on a per-session basis Traceability
Access is determined by a dynamic policy Provenance Provenance
Device and assets are held in the most secure state possible Confidentiality Confidentiality
Authentication and authorization are strictly enforced Integrity Integrity
Collection of information on current state to improve security Persistent Evaluation Persistent Evaluation

defined by the smart contract, any updates made within the
blockchain network are considered valid only when a majority
of the involved parties reach an agreement or consensus. If
a consensus is not achieved, the update is deemed invalid
and consequently rejected [175]. Blockchain technology has
been investigated extensively to answer crucial challenges like
tracking and tracing of varied products in the supply chain
including food and agriculture [176], pharma[177]. In addition,
the use of physical unclonable functions (PUFs) in union
with blockchain is found in the semiconductor supply chain
[40, 178–182].

b) Perspective Methodology: We postulate innovative
solutions to safeguard the integrity and authenticity of bat-
teries throughout the supply chain using a combination of
Unique Identifiers (UIDs) and blockchain technology. The
potential battery PUF discussed in Section V-A1, is the
Unique Identifier we propose to use. This approach would
help in addressing the pressing concern of counterfeiting and
tampering within the battery supply chain, which can lead to
significant reliability and safety risks. By embedding PUFs
within batteries, unique identifiers are generated, serving as
immutable identifiers of authenticity. These identifiers are
then securely stored on a blockchain, creating a transparent
and auditable ledger of battery provenance. Through this
integration of UIDs and blockchain, stakeholders can verify
the authenticity of batteries at each stage of the supply chain,
mitigating the threat of counterfeit or compromised prod-
ucts. The consortium blockchain ensures accountability and
traceability, enabling swift identification of malicious actors
and compromised batteries. In essence, the combination of
UIDs and blockchain technology offers a holistic solution to
the multifaceted challenges facing the battery supply chain,
providing a robust framework for ensuring trust, transparency,
and integrity from manufacturing to deployment.

TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF ZERO TRUST POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATIONS.

Policies Implementation Feature utilized
Disparate resource set Multifactor Authentication Blockchain/Unique ID
Independent security Modifier function of smart contract Blockchain/Unique ID
Traceability Traceability feature of blockchain Blockchain
Provenance Provenance check feature of blockchain Blockchain
Confidentiality Modifiers in smart contract Blockchain
Integrity Immutability feature of blockchain Blockchain
Persistent Evaluation Monitoring the blockchain Blockchain

3) Zero Trust Architecture for Battery Supply Chain: Zero
trust is a security concept that challenges the traditional notion
of trust and assumes the potential presence of an attacker
within the network [183], [184]. It operates on the fundamental
principle that nothing in the network should be automatically
trusted without proper verification. In accordance with NIST
SP 800-207 [184], a cybersecurity plan that incorporates
the principles of zero trust, encompassing the management
of component relationships, workflow planning, and access
policies, is referred to as a zero trust architecture (ZTA).

The term zero trust was first introduced in 2010 by the
analyst firm Forrester Research to address modern attacks in
the information security domain [185], [186]. In the traditional
security model, everything within the security boundaries
is assumed to be trusted. However, with recent advances
in technology, this assumption has become obsolete [187].
Zero trust is a cybersecurity paradigm that concentrates on
resource protection and acknowledges that trust cannot be
blindly placed in anything but must be continually evaluated
[184, 185], [187]. It is centered on the belief that organizations
should not automatically trust anything inside or outside
their periphery. Instead, every access request and connection
attempt should be verified before granting access. This leads
to micro-segmentation of the network which is the foundation
of a zero trust network as illustrated in Fig. 19.

In practice, the concept of zero trust entails that access to
any resource within the network must adhere to predefined
trust dimensions or parameters. Failure to meet these param-
eters should result in the denial or revocation of access to
the specific resource [188]. Zero trust encompasses a set of
concepts and ideas aimed at reducing uncertainty in enforcing
precise, least-privilege, and per-request access decisions in
information systems and services. This approach leads to the
creation of a micro-segmented network [189].

Based on this principle, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) has defined seven tenets that charac-
terize zero trust in a special publication [184]. These tenets
are as follows.

• Data and computation are considered as resources.
• Information is secured regardless of location.
• Access to resources on a per-session basis.
• Access is determined by a dynamic policy.
• Device and assets are held in the most secure state

possible.
• Authentication and authorization are strictly enforced.
• Collection of information on current state to improve

security
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Fig. 20. Proposed zero trust architecture for battery security.

These above tenets can be applied to the battery supply
chain. Moreover, policies for access control and authentica-
tion can be formulated to enhance the security and integrity
of the supply chain ecosystem. In the proposed model, all
transactions taking place within the network are recorded in
the blockchain, ensuring a transparent and immutable record
of actions. This recording of transactions serves to track the
sequence of events and maintain accountability within the
network.

a) Proposed Architecture: To achieve a successful imple-
mentation of a zero trust architecture, it is essential to adhere to
the tenets outlined by NIST, which establish a secure perimeter
around the supply chain network. These tenets focus on access
control, authorization, supervision, and overall security. For
user authorization, blockchain technology is primarily utilized,
leveraging its features such as transparency and decentralized
control. Unique identifiers such as battery PUFs can play a
crucial role in authenticating the battery and/or battery system
within the network. The tenets are interpreted specifically for
the battery supply chain domain and are presented in Table
VIII.

The proposed zero trust architecture for the battery supply
chain, as depicted in Fig. 20, integrates various components
and mechanisms to ensure authentication, access control,
traceability, and security. The authentication and access control
of the users is mainly done through a blockchain-enabled
MFA and battery/BMS is authenticated via unique identifiers.
The transactions performed in the network are updated on
the shared blockchain ledger and hence are trackable and
traceable. To maintain the confidentiality and integrity of the
assets, features offered by blockchain are utilized. Further-
more, this work enforces that all the devices used in the
network are updated with the latest security patches and all
the computer codes are developed taking into consideration the
concepts of secure coding, thus adhering to the ZT compliance.
The zero trust policy engine evaluates and enforces all the
policies formulated for the architecture. Upon enforcement
of the protocols, access to the network resources is either

allowed or blocked, depending upon the evaluation of the
policies laid and their implementation. With these protocols
in place, everything that enters the network to fetch access to
the resources is verified and authenticated, with very little or
no room for an untrusted element to enter the network.

All these policies have been formulated based on the
principles laid down by NIST and are summarized in Table
IX.

B. Perspective Battery Assurance Methods

As shown in Fig. 14, the potential avoidance methods
include strong authentication, updated software/firmware, reg-
ular risk assessment, limited user privileges, implementation
of network segmentation, diversified calculation, hard-wired
sensor, and inter cross-verification [104, 105].

• Strong Authentication: As discussed in previous sections,
an attacker can get access to the battery system through
methods like guessing passwords or social engineering,
which can be mitigated by strong authentications like
complicated passwords or multi-step verification.

• Updated Software/Firmware: As mentioned in previous
sections, the software or firmware on the battery system
can be the target of an attacker, so keeping them updated
constantly can effectively reduce the chance of them be-
ing altered by the opponents, leading to the compromise
of the entire system.

• Limited User Privileges: In addition to the above tech-
niques, limiting the privileges for users is also very
useful in terms of preventing unauthorized operations like
installing malware/Trojan from being performed on the
battery system even when the outer authentication of the
battery system is cracked by the attacker.

• Implementation of Network Segmentation: As demon-
strated in previous sections, cyber attacks can be aimed
at the networking of the battery system, so commonly
used network security techniques like the implementation
of network segmentation, which divides a network into
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smaller, distinct sub-networks and enable network teams
to separate the sub-networks and deliver unique security
controls and services to each sub-network, can be used to
effectively reduce the chance of the networking system
of the battery system being compromised.

• Regular Risk Assessment: Just like any other rising tech-
nology, the security issues that the battery systems are
facing are evolving dramatically every day, hence it is
crucial to maintain regular risk assessment to keep the
battery system up to the latest challenges.

• Diversified Calculation: Another potential mitigation
strategy for safeguarding against the compromise of state
estimation calculations is diversifying the calculation
methods and their execution locations within the battery
management system for cross-verification [132].

• Hard-wired Sensor: Certain hard-wired sensors could be
potentially considered as safety triggers (e.g. temperature
and current sensors). There could be designed responses
to certain abnormal incidents such as immediate shut-
down or backing off the stages [133].

• Inter Cross-verification: Considering the interconnection
of modern BMSs, cyber attack detection methods like
residual-based methods and long-term forecasting meth-
ods could be applied with cross-verification among differ-
ent BMSs to enhance accuracy and prevent unauthorized
modification to the detection module.

Given the complexity of such issues, we understand that
neither the state-of-the-art nor our perspective solutions can
be sliver bullets to guarantee battery security from now on.
However, we hope the insights provided in this INSPECT
paper can shed some light on the problem landscape and pave
the way for future research efforts.

VI. CONCLUSION

It is universally acknowledged that the concerns around
batteries are serious, calling for scrutinization and deliberation.
In this paper, we abandon outdated beliefs that battery man-
ufacturers are the major entities who are responsible for the
ramifications. The state-of-the-art attack vectors that can vio-
late the critical properties, i.e., authenticity and assurance, of
prevalent Li-ion battery packs are reviewed comprehensively.
Also, we strive to figure out the potentially feasible solutions
to mitigate the security problems of battery packs such as
countermeasures against cyber-physical attack vectors, battery
PUF, and zero-trust platforms for battery supply chain. With
this perspective paper, we would like to raise the attention of
both industry and academia, leading to new research directions
and promising methodologies ensuring battery security in the
new era.
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